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Kodeks is an online database of Russian legislation — including Moscow, St. Petersburg, republics, regions, and territories of the Russian Federation — international law, commentary and other materials.

**KODEKS** — It’s Reliable

Translations are verified and fully comply with the original. Tables, figures, formulas, and geographical data are included in the text.

**KODEKS** — It’s Convenient

Search by issue or subject, sort and filter your results, and convert the data into Microsoft Word or Excel.

**KODEKS** — It’s Accessible

Whether one or an unlimited number of users, **KODEKS** may be accessed via the Internet.

**KODEKS** — It’s Fast

The network is updated daily with the latest legislation from executive, legislative, and judicial authorities at federal and regional levels.

**KODEKS** is now available through East View Information Services. Contact for details: online@eastview.com